The polyurethane specialist
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HEALTHCARE
Partnership is important

Our strength

In the development of impact-resistant
and dimensionally stable products with
polyurethane, intensive and creative
cooperation with the client is indispensable.
This way of working has been an important
building block in the development of
KROV BV from the beginning.

KROV BV is a professional polyurethane
processor that has you, the customer,
in mind. This way we can spar together
towards a unique solution.
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STORE FITTING
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The polyurethane specialist
Polyurethane specialist KROV BV and its patented CAST-FORM® technique have been
inseparable since 1988. The preservative polyurethane application can be used in
combination with various materials for the train-, shop-, office- and school furnishing
and in the technical sector.
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CAST-FORM®
In Varsseveld, in the East of the Netherlands,
close to the German border, KROV BV processes
polyurethane by means of a patented casting
process called CAST-FORM®. With this technique
polyurethane edges in almost any shape, hardness
and color can be casted on panels. We also apply
this technique more and more with technical
polyurethane products for hospitals, nursing
homes, street furniture and hospitality industry.

This innovative, industrial production process
was developed at the time by Mr Gert Kromkamp,
founder of KROV BV. He quickly put the company
on the map as a supplier for furniture manufacturers and interior builders. By now, about 60%
of the refined applications go abroad. Under
certain conditions the CAST-FORM® process is
also available under license.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
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OFFICE AND SCHOOL EQUIPMENT
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TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS

Advantages CAST-FORM®
Increased shock and abrasion
resistance The CAST-FORM®
edge offers possibilities to apply
(ergonomic) polyurethane edges to work and desk surfaces
with increased impact and wear
resistance. Also the freedom of
shape of the polyurethane
edge is almost unlimited.

 High degree of shape freedom

Durability and hygienic

Fireproof

The CAST-FORM® properties of a door finish
with polyurethane, are its enormous impact
resistance, fire resistance and cleanability.
Besides durability, hygiene is an important
factor when we think of a door finish in a
hospital or nursing home.

The CAST-FORM® technique is also widely
used in train equipment. Think for example
of a train table or a back rest for the train chair.
This polyurethane technique meets all requirements in the field of fire resistance. Also the
impact resistance increases enormously while
a 40mm polyurethane edge is easy to realize.

Sandwich panels
The CAST-FORM® polyurethane finish can
also be casted onto sandwich panels without any
significant pre-treatment. Think of honeycomb,
foam or EPS filling.

HACCP proof
With the right design the CAST-FORM® polyurethane finish is very durable and cost effective.
Because of the easy cleaning of a polyurethane
application you can more easily operate within
the HACCP (Hazardous Analyses Critical Control
Points), a mandatory quality system for food
companies.
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 Good cleanability
 	 Seamless solutions, thus high degree of hygiene
 Highly chemically inert
 Durable, impact-resistant solutions

EN 45545

The CAST-FORM® technique
The CAST-FORM® technique also gives the
possibility to create impact buffers and housings,
to cover axles with polyurethane and to protect
electronics against moisture. Also making LED
lights into a diffuse light line is possible with
our polyurethane technique.
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HEALTHCARE
Good hygiene is very important in healthcare. With our CAST-FORM® technique we
can cast seamless polyurethane edges on
many different types of materials and in
many different shapes and colors.
Because the transition from the edge to the
material is seamless, the final product is
easy to clean, preventing bacterial growth.

DOOR WITH IMPACT-RESISTANT
POLYURETHANE EDGE (1 TO 4 SIDES)
In healthcare, doors suffer greatly. When transferring patients
from room to room, the beds often collide with the door edge.
By applying the CAST-FORM® impact-resistant polyurethane
edge in obtuse, arms, overlay or contra version, the damage
to the door is prevented, which improves the durability.

Hygiene is of vital importance within the healthcare industry. With
the patented CAST-FORM® technique we can cast polyurethane
edges seamlessly to many different materials in all kinds of shapes
and colors.
Because we cast seamlessly, the cleanability of the final products is
facilitated, which benefits hygiene. This prevents the build-up of dirt
and prevents bacteria from settling. The cast material is resistant to
cleaning agents and disinfectants.

PANEL WITH A 3D POLYURETHANE EDGE
The 3D design of this edge ensures that this top can be cleaned
optimally and thus hygiene is guaranteed. The edge can be molded
in any shape and color.
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STORE FITTING

INTEGRATED LOGO
The patented CAST-FORM® technique of KROV BV also offers
possibilities for the casting of a (company) logo. One can choose
to cast the logo with a transparent polyurethane so that it will be
integrated under the edge. In addition, we can incorporate the
logo into the mold, and the logo can be cast on top or recessed.

The CAST-FORM technique offers
the designer a range of possibilities.
For example, negative discharge
angles are not a problem with the
CAST-FORM® technique.
®

The patented CAST-FORM® technique of KROV BV offers
designers a lot of freedom in designing. Any RAL- or NCS-color
is possible, a thickened edge (up to 12 cm) can be applied for
a robust look and there is an enormous freedom of form.
There are also possibilities to use polyurethane to
connect two panels to create a constructive whole.

THREE DIMENSIONAL
MOLDED STORE COUNTER
Any desired edge shape can be cast using
the CAST-FORM® technique.
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TABLES IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT
In keeping with modern times, compartments are also furnished as workplaces
with all amenities. High demands are made in terms of design, durability, fire
resistance and safety. The CAST-FORM® polyurethane edge can fully meet these
requirements. With our technique we can also cast thickened polyurethane edges
on tables; this will protect the passenger as much as possible.

PUBLIC
TRANSPORT
The interior of a train consists of a variety
of elements. Examples are train tables,
train seats and partitions. These have to
comply with certain standards and guidelines which can be realized with our CASTFORM® edge finish. Think for example of
fire resistance, durability, safety, impact
resistance and ergonomics.
Within the sector of public transport the CAST-FORM® technique
is very widely applicable in terms of impact resistance
(hooligan proof ) and fire resistance. The polyurethane used
for the public transport sector complies with all standards
of fire resistance. The edge finishing with the CAST-FORM®
technique can be used for plywood, sandwich, honeycomb
and glass panels. Furthermore, we can cast to thin panels
a so-called safety edge, which means that the edge is
wider/higher than the panel.
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BACKRESTS
In the public transport sector, high demands are made on fire
resistance. KROV BV casts a fire-resistant and impact-resistant
polyurethane edge on backrests. Also here it is possible to choose
extra provisions in the edge finishing, for example recesses for
armrests and handles.

SIDEWALLS FOR MOUNTAIN TRAINS
Mountain trains run on an often steep and straight route.
The construction of these trains entails that the benches
are placed straight with respect to the angle of inclination.
The sides of these benches are usually made of plywood
finished with a CAST-FORM® polyurethane edge.

PARTITIONERS
In several trains, lowered partitions are installed with high edge.
These lowered walls are usually made of honeycomb panels. Because the
CAST-FORM® technique makes it relatively easy to provide a honeycomb
panel with a high edge finish the knowledge and experience of Krov BV is
often called upon.
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OFFICE AND
SCHOOL EQUIPMENT
A molded polyurethane edge applied
with our CAST-FORM® technique offers
many advantages. No edge finish on
office furniture or school tables has to be
the same with us. This ergonomic edge
finish is particularly durable and impact
resistant and also available in a variety
of hardnesses and colors

SCHOOL TABLE
If school tables are provided with a polyurethane edge finish
molded using the CAST-FORM® technique, this will contribute
to the durability of the furniture. Again, of course, any edge
shape can be chosen in any color.

A very suitable edge finish for desks, counters, counters and
school furniture can be realized with the patented CASTFORM® technique of KROV BV. With the patented CAST-FORM®
technique we can cast any desired edge shape.
We can also cast an ergonomic edge for desktops.
Also the casting of a logo or a cutout for a control panel is
possible and all RAL- and NCS colors can be realized.
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ERGONOMIC EDGE FINISH

LABORATORY TABLE

An ergonomic edge on desks or school tables can prevent certain
health complaints, for example RSI. This edge often has a positive
influence on the design of the desk.

Also the application of a (ceramic) top plate and then providing
the table with a special polyurethane edge with groove is among
the possibilities at KROV BV.
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TECHNICAL
APPLICATIONS
Our polyurethane technique,
called CAST-FORM® can also be
used and applied to a wide range
of technical products.

SANDWICH PANEL

CHANGING HANDLES

The casting of sandwich panels (with an EPS-core) is also
possible with the patented CAST-FORM® technique of KROV BV.

The patented CAST-FORM® technique of KROV BV can also be used for the
wrapping of, for example, handles. This makes the handle more user friendly.
Not only can any RAL or NCS color be chosen, but also the casting of a
(superimposed) logo is one of the possibilities.

SENSORBOX

With the patented CAST-FORM technique KROV BV can
produce a large number of technical products with
polyurethane. There is a right solution for every challenge.
®

This not only protects the core, but when mounting electronics
(cabling) and a control panel, it allows the enclosure to be
properly sealed from moisture.

Low mould costs makes it possible to realize prototype
production and smaller series.

POLYURETHANE STRIP WITH (LED) LIGHTING
KROV BV can use a special transparent polyurethane to cast LED lighting into
flexible strips. In this polyurethane, an agent can be added so that a beautiful
uniform light line is created with a diffuse light.

SOLID PARTS MADE OF POLYURETHAN
With the CAST-FORM® technique KROV can realise all kinds of solid
polyurethane products. This polyurethane ring is part of a device that
measures leg prostheses. There are many possibilities to realize solid
polyurethane products.
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KROV BV
Guldenweg 4,
7051 HT Varsseveld
T +31 (0)315 61 76 85
E info@cast-form.com
I www.cast-form.com
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Challenge us to spar

